The Room Is Your Comfort Zone

The room is your comfort zone so fill it with books stagnant on your to-read list and stuffed
animals you should have left at home but you’re still clinging to that feeling of childhood,
you know, how fairies might be real and one time they took your dislodged tooth and left a
coin and flower and next they might take you and you won’t have to worry about being stuck
on math tests and friend tests and growing up and leaving, but now you’ve left and you’re
more stuck than before because the growing up has stopped and–

The room is your comfort zone so Blu-Tack your birthday cards to the wall but only get half
the job done so there’s a stretch of white left bare but that doesn’t matter no one else will see
and you can pin paper course schedules and counselling instructions onto your pin-board next
to an unfinished beaded bracelet spelling out your name since that’s all you can think of and
you couldn’t even tie up the bracelet so now it’s useless just like–

The room is your comfort zone so keep your door locked except when you go outside to the
toilets or dining hall and you have to time it so that no one’s waiting outside for the lift
especially if it’s a group and they’re talking because they might judge you for how often you
eat and shit, you never know, it’s best to go out alone and silent but you leave your door
unlocked to give you that adrenaline, that feeling of risk that someone might go in and take
your laptop or wallet or journal and then–
The room is your comfort zone so keep a stash of Whittaker’s dark chocolate inside the
miniature back pack you never use and do exercises from online videos when you have been
sitting still for too long, but jump lightly so people outside can’t hear you moving and only
pace when you need to rehearse conversations in your head to write down on paper and then
throw into the bin, remember to empty the bin every few weeks and make sure
the chocolate wrappers are hidden beneath old bank statements and lecture notes you don’t
need anymore.

No one is going to come in.
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